Why resource stocks haven’t run their race
Over the past quarter, much of the small cap index outperformance over large caps has been
due to the excellent returns of small resource companies. Given their cyclical nature, is that a
reason to look elsewhere? The following note makes it clear that we think not.
The Flinders portfolio has been well represented in resources since inception (albeit usually
underweight the index). To recap an observation from mid-2017, we remarked that as a
group, resource stocks were more conservatively capitalised than industrial names (ie. when
looking at net debt/market cap and other leverage measures) and carried more cash. In fact,
the quality and financial strength of the small resources sector has not been as strong in over
10 years. In our view, this balance sheet strength means these companies as a group are well
placed to sustain a downturn, and furthermore, worthy of investment provided that desirable
growth attributes that we seek are present at an attractive valuation.
Although we are ‘bottom up’ investors (therefore our portfolio performance is derived
through stock selection), our exposure to resources has been a positive contributor to
performance. This has been particularly true in the last few months – see the move up in the
Small Resources Accumulation index in Chart 1.
Chart 1

Source: Iress

While a significant move, the longer term chart of this index (Chart 2) shows that it is still at
a relatively low level. Indeed, the relative performance between small resource companies
and small industrial companies (Chart 3) is stark. The question of course is, can the recent
rally in resources continue? And consequently, should we continue to have a meaningful
exposure to the space?
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Chart 2

Source: Iress

Chart 3

Source: Iress

In answering the above questions, it’s constructive to understand where we are in the cycle,
and the drivers of performance. A key input and driver of resource company valuations is
obviously commodity prices. While the Bloomberg Commodity Index (a broadly diversified
commodity price index) in Chart 4 shows that commodity prices have bounced off their lows
in recent months, the longer term view (Chart 5) highlights that the index has barely bounced
in the context of the last 25+ years.
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Chart 5
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The reason for recent commodity price improvements is reasonably clear. The economic
backdrop is supportive with synchronised global growth for the first time in years. Economic
reforms in China, and Trump’s corporate tax cuts in the US help further. All major PMIs are
in expansionary territory (Chart 6) – a reading >50. In this environment, demand for various
commodities tends to be high, exerting upward pressure on prices.
Chart 6

Source: Shaw and Partners
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The improvement in commodity prices has unsurprisingly coincided with the improvement in
share prices of resource companies. Back to the question of whether the Small Resources
index can continue to rally, we are of the view that it can. When considering that commodity
cycles can last several years, and that commodity prices are reasonable from a long-term
perspective (plus the valuation of resource companies are certainly modest compared to many
industrial companies), we feel that a meaningful exposure to (growth oriented) resource
companies is still warranted.
Finally, it’s worth keeping in mind one of our favourite charts (Chart 7) which shows the
relative performance of the S&P GS Commodity Index vs the S&P500. The chart illustrates
that we are currently at a multi-decade extreme with commodities as an asset class having
underperformed (US) equities for around a decade. This looks like a turning point with
commodity prices in our view likely to outperform.
Chart 7

Finally, a brief comment on earnings. We believe that the next leg of a resources rally will
require an improvement in earnings to justify further price performance. While this hasn’t
begun in a wholesale way, Chart 8 shows that the rate of decline in the Global Mining EPS
Index has moderated. However, an improvement probably not too far away given recent
moves in commodity prices (indeed, positive EPS revisions can be seen from the likes of
BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto). Note that the Bloomberg Commodity Index (measuring
commodity prices) year on year change in Chart 8 has recently started to show a positive
return, again suggesting that meaningful EPS improvements are close. We would expect EPS
upgrades to drive valuation metrics of resource companies higher, and thus continued share
price performance.
As a side note on earnings for the several resource investments we have in the Fund, the
current expectation is for 38% EPS growth in FY19 (based on Factset consensus data),
compared to 23% for the broader Small Resources index. Furthermore the FY19 PE for these
holdings is 8.9x, compared to 13.7x for the index. We continue to focus on companies with
superior growth attributes without having to pay up.
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The Fund has consistently had exposure to several growth oriented resource companies which
has benefited performance. Given the backdrop described above, we continue to maintain a
significant exposure to the sector (albeit currently a slight underweight to the index weight,
which is ~24% at the time of writing).

Flinders Investment Partners
23 January 2018

Disclaimer and Disclosure
Equity Trustees Limited (‘EQT’) (ABN 46 004 031 298 AFSL 240975) is the Responsible Entity for the Flinders Emerging Companies Fund. The material contained in this
communication (and all its attachments) is general information only and has been prepared by Flinders Investment Partners Pty Ltd (“Flinders”), a Corporate Authorised
Representative of Prodigy Investment Partners Limited (“Prodigy”), AFSL 466173.
It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not act on any recommendation (if any) made in this communication without first consulting your
investment advisor in order to ascertain whether the recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your investment objectives, financial situation and particular
needs. Nothing in this communication shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell a security or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction.
Flinders and Prodigy believe that the information and advice (if any) contained herein is correct at the time of compilation. However, Flinders Prodigy and EQT provide no
representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor does Flinders, Prodigy or EQT accept any obligation to correct or update the opinions (if
any) in it. The opinions (if any) expressed are subject to change without notice. Flinders, Prodigy and EQT do not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
consequential or other loss arising from any use of the material contained in this communication.
This communication may refer to the past performance of a person, entity or financial product. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Investors should obtain the relevant product disclosure statement and consider it before making any decision to invest.
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